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Abstract. Software engineers and analysts traditionally focus on cyber
systems as technical systems, which are built only from software pro-
cesses, communication protocols, crypto algorithms, etc. They often
neglect, or choose not, to consider the human user as a component of the
system’s security as they lack the expertise to fully understand human
factors and how they affect security. However, humans should not be
designed out of the security loop. Instead, we must deal with security
assurance as a true socio-technical problem rather than a mere technical
one, and consider cyber systems as socio-technical systems with people
at their hearts. The main goal of this short paper, which accompanies
my keynote talk at the 24th International Conference on Coordination
Models and Languages (COORDINATION 2022), is to advocate the use
of formal methods to establish the security of socio-technical systems,
and to discuss some of the most promising approaches, including those
that I have helped develop.

1 Introduction

A recent study by IBM revealed that 95% of cyber-attacks are due to human
error [35]. This is not surprising as, in a landscape where the security threats
and attacks are in continuous evolution and high-value private information can
be lost or manipulated, there is an increasing number of cyber systems (for
communication, commerce, business, voting, industrial processes, critical infras-
tructures, etc.) whose security depends intrinsically on human users.1 However,
software engineers and analysts traditionally focus on cyber systems as technical
systems, which are built only from software processes, communication protocols,
crypto algorithms, etc. They often neglect, or choose not, to consider the human
user as a component of the system’s security as they lack the expertise to fully
understand human factors and how they affect security. Humans should not be
1 A cyber system is a system of interlinked computers forming part of cyberspace. More

specifically, a cyber system is any combination of facilities, equipment, personnel,
procedures, and communications integrated to provides cyber services. Information
and communication technology (ICT) systems and cyber-physical systems (CPS) are
examples of cyber systems. See, e.g., [49] for some useful definitions and discussions.
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designed out of the security loop [29]: we must deal with security assurance as
a true socio-technical problem rather than a mere technical one, and consider
cyber systems as socio-technical systems (STSs) with people at their hearts.

Fig. 1. Socio-technical system vs. technical system

Figure 1 shows the differences between a technical system and an STS: the
technical system consists of a machine that communicates over a network with
another machine, whereas the STS extends outwards, including user interfaces
and actual users. The attacker can interfere in any of the communicating entities
(i.e., user, user-interface, computer/OS). In fact, the security requirements of an
STS don’t simply derive from the system’s technical layers, such as those of
the OSI model, but also from the non-technical layers surrounding them. Here,
humans often follow peculiar paths of practice due to diverse societal/personal
reasons and to physical/social contexts wherein humans liaise with the technol-
ogy. These paths may differ from those written on the system’s user manual,
or get consolidated out of day-to-day experience because no manual exists. We
must seek to better understand how the two components of an STS, the tech-
nical component and the social component (e.g., user interaction processes and
user behavior), interoperate to achieve (or not!) overall security. This requires
extending the technical analysis/testing approaches with a mature understand-
ing of human behavior. We need to develop appropriate formal methods that are
up to this task.

Experience over the last 30+ years has namely shown that the design of
systems for cyber security is highly error-prone and that conventional analysis
techniques based on informal/semi-formal arguments and/or standard testing
approaches fail to discover a large number of attacks. Formal methods for mod-
eling and analysis aim at guaranteeing that a system satisfies certain properties
of interest. This is typically achieved by developing a logico-mathematical model
of the system (i.e., its structure and behavior) and of the desired properties, and
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an analysis algorithm that checks whether the model of the system satisfies the
properties.

The main goal of this short paper, which accompanies my keynote talk at the
24th International Conference on Coordination Models and Languages (COOR-
DINATION 2022), is to advocate the use of formal methods to establish the
security of socio-technical systems, and to discuss some of the most promising
approaches. Please, note that, despite the general-sounding title, this paper is
by no means a comprehensive and up to date survey of the state of the art
in socio-technical security (such a survey would be most welcome, though, so I
hope that others will be able to provide one soon). On the contrary, I will focus
mainly on security ceremonies as a specific example of socio-technical systems
and on the approaches that I helped develop as specific examples of formal and
automated methods.

2 From Technical to Socio-technical Security

Traditionally, security has been established technically, by means of implementa-
tions of crypto algorithms, security protocols, intrusion detection systems, fire-
walls, dedicated hardware, etc. [15], but there has always been awareness of the
human risk of mistakes (i.e., the user’s failure to do what she intends to do), slips
(i.e., momentary lapses that see the user take unintended actions), or noncompli-
ance (i.e., the user’s possibly deliberate failure to do what the system intended of
the user). Until recently, this risk was mitigated by means of user manuals, but
manuals have disappeared today when the technology is a computer or a mobile
device exposing browsers and apps. Modern users are bound, for instance, to
access their on-line bank account through a browser (but using also their smart-
phone in those cases in which multi-factor authentication is foreseen) without
having studied, on a manual and beforehand, what to do. This contributed to
inspiring research in usable security [30] to assess the ease with which users
can learn the behavior that they are expected to take while operating security-
sensitive technology. However, humans are complicated and nothing guarantees
that, even if they learned how to operate a technology, either from a manual
or through its use, they will comply with what they learned. Reasons include
cognitive biases, fallacies, ignorance, distraction, laziness, curiosity of different
uses, insufficient awareness of the security sensitivity of their behavior, etc.

Much effort has been devoted to the technical analysis of the security of cyber
systems. As a concrete example, consider security protocols. A security protocol,
sometimes also called cryptographic protocol, is essentially a communication pro-
tocol (an agreed sequence of actions performed by two or more communicating
entities in order to accomplish some mutually desirable goals) that makes use
of cryptographic techniques, allowing the communicating entities to satisfy one
or more security properties (such as authentication, confidentiality of data or
integrity of data).

Several formal methods and automated tools (e.g., [2,3,5,8,16,21–23,28,40,
42]) have been developed to analyze security protocols to check whether they do
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indeed satisfy the security properties they were designed for. These approaches
rely on symbolically modeling the agents involved in the protocol along with
an attacker who is trying to subvert the protocol’s security. There are thus two
types of agents:

– honest agents, who behave only according to what the protocol specifies
(encrypting, decrypting and sending and receiving messages as specified by
the protocol), and

– the attacker, a dishonest agent who can behave as he wishes, including fol-
lowing the protocol steps.

The attacker is often modeled using the Dolev-Yao attacker model [26], which
allows him to send, read, encrypt and decrypt any message as long as he possesses
the corresponding cryptographic keys.2 In other words, cryptography is assumed
to be perfect.3

Testing approaches have also been put forward to analyze security proto-
col implementations rather than their specifications (e.g., [25,33,44,53]). Even
though these approaches are often limited in the strength of the protocols that
can be considered, model-based testing approaches in which the formal analysis
of a protocol specification is used to generate test cases for the protocol code
have proven to be quite successful.

In contrast to formal analysis and testing of security protocols, for which a
plethora of mature approaches and tools exist, socio-technical security is a dis-
cipline still in its childhood, with no widely recognized methodologies or com-
prehensive tools mature enough to take into full account human behavioral and
cognitive aspects in their relation with “machine” security, and thus reason with
the breadth and depth that is required by real-life STSs.

3 Formal and Automated Analysis of Security
Ceremonies

Most of the research efforts on formal methods for socio-technical security have
focused on security ceremonies as concrete, relevant, and timely examples of
STSs (e.g., [6,7,9,10,12,19,20,24,31,36,38,39,45–47,50,51]).

The term ceremony was coined by Jesse Walker [37] to describe the interac-
tion between a user and computing devices. The use of the term in the area of
information/cyber security is due to Ellison [27]: a security ceremony expands a
2 One can show that in the presence of such a powerful attacker it is enough to consider

only one attacker [4], whereas in other scenarios (e.g., where movement of the agents
or where different devices are considered), one might need to model attackers that
have different capabilities and collaborate to carry out an attack.

3 In addition to symbolic approaches, there are also a number of cryptographically-
faithful approaches in which the perfect cryptography assumption is relaxed and the
properties of the employed crypto algorithms are considered explicitly, e.g., [17,48].
I will not consider them here as the focus is on the human users of the protocols and
ceremonies.
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security protocol with everything that is considered out-of-band to it. More pre-
cisely: “Ceremonies include all protocols, as well as all applications with a user
interface, all workflow and all provisioning scenarios” [27]. Therefore, the innova-
tive stance of security ceremonies is to include human nodes alongside computer
nodes, with communication links that comprise user interfaces, human-to-human
communication and transfers of physical objects that carry data.

Security ceremonies are essentially “rituals” with finely orchestrated actions
being carried out in a prescribed order by the agents involved in the ceremony.
Works in the socio-technical security field typically use the term security cere-
mony to refer to an extension of a security protocol in which human agents and
software-based agents exchange encrypted messages to achieve certain goals.
Other kinds of ceremonies are key-signing ceremonies such as those required for
DNSSEC [34], which are somewhat more akin to “a public or religious occa-
sion that includes a series of formal or traditional actions” (which is one of the
meanings of “ceremony” according to the Oxford English Dictionary). Another
meaning is related to the secure key generation process that constitutes the ini-
tialisation phase of the wallet infrastructure and private keys in the realm of
crypto-currencies [32]. In this paper, I take the socio-technical security view and
focus on the first meaning.

As technology progresses in any area, human beings are increasingly sur-
rounded by, and immersed in, such security ceremonies during their everyday
lives. They carry out security tasks that occur through a virtually infinite range
of scenarios interposing people’s: (i) professional activities, such as logging into
their employer’s computer systems using two-factor authentication, (ii) business
or leisure activities, such as taking a flight which involves getting through air-
port security, and (iii) chores, such as paying for their shopping with a debit
card. As a concrete example, consider the sequence diagram shown in Fig. 2, in
which a human user carries out a two-factor authentication security ceremony by
interacting with an interface to exchange messages with a device and a database.

Interface Database

What is the Password?

User Enters Password

Retrieve User Record

Password
Match

Send Code to Mobile Phone

Authenticated

Not Authenticated

User Enters Code

Code
Match

Code

Mismatch

Retrieve User Record

Fig. 2. A sequence diagram of a two-factor authentication security ceremony
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Although many of the works cited at the beginning of this section are quite
preliminary studies, and a mature and systematic approach is still missing, some
formal methods and automated tools have been successfully extended to analyze
a number of real-life security ceremonies. For instance, Bella and Coles-Kemp [9]
defined a layered model of socio-technical protocols between a user persona and a
computer interface, and used the Isabelle theorem prover to analyze a ceremony
that allows Internet users to register with a service provider; Basin et al. [6,7]
provided a formal account on human error in front of basic authentication prop-
erties and described how to analyze security ceremonies such as MP-Auth using
the Tamarin tool; Giustolisi [31] used Tamarin to analyze the security of mobile
tickets used in public transport ceremonies in Denmark; Martimiano and Mar-
tina [38] showed how a popular security ceremony for remote file sharing could
be made fail-safe assuming a weaker threat model than normally considered in
formal analysis and compensating for that with usability; Bella, Giustolisi and
Lenzini carried out a socio-technical formal analysis of TLS certificate valida-
tion in modern browsers [10] and provided a novel protocol for secure exams
that they formally analyzed using the tool ProVerif [11]; Bella, Giustolisi and
Schürmann [12] used Tamarin to analyze two deposit-return systems currently
deployed in Denmark and a variant that they designed to strengthen them.

As I mentioned above, the vast majority of the approaches for the formal
analysis of security protocols adopt the Dolev-Yao attacker model, and most of
the works on the formal analysis of security ceremonies extend this model to
capture different socio-technical aspects. However, Sempreboni, Bella, Giustolisi
and I remarked in [51] that in the case of security ceremonies such an attacker
provides an inherent “flattening” that likely makes one miss relevant threat sce-
narios, and thus we advocated that for security ceremonies we need an approach
that provides a birds-eye view, an “overview” that allows one to consider what
are the different threats and where they lie, with the ultimate aim of finding novel
attacks. Our main contribution in [51] is the systematic definition of an encom-
passing method to build the full threat model chart for security ceremonies from
which one can conveniently reify the threat models of interest for the ceremony
under consideration. To demonstrate the relevance of the chart, we formalized
this threat model using Tamarin and analyzed three real-life ceremonies that
had already been considered, albeit at different levels of detail and analysis, in
the literature: MP-Auth [7], Opera Mini [47], and the Danish Mobilpendlerkort
ceremony [31]. The full threat model chart suggested some interesting threats
that hadn’t been investigated although they are well worth of scrutiny. In par-
ticular, we found out that the Danish Mobilpendlerkort ceremony is vulnerable
to the combination of an attacking third party and a malicious phone of the
ticket holder. The threat model that leads to this vulnerability had not been
considered before and arose thanks to our charting method.

One of most promising approaches for the formal and automated analysis
of security ceremonies is the mutation-based approach that Sempreboni and I
proposed in [52], which allows security analysts to model possible mistakes by
human users as mutations with respect to the behavior that the ceremony origi-
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nally specified for such users. In security ceremonies humans are (and should be
considered to be) first-class actors, so it is not enough to take the “black&white”
view of security protocol analysis, in which there is a Dolev-Yao attacker (the
black agent) against a set of honest agents (the white agents). It is not enough
to model human users as “honest processes” or as attackers, because they are
neither. Modeling a person’s behavior is not simple and requires formalizing the
human “shades of gray”. It requires modeling the way humans interact with
the protocols, their behavior and the mistakes they may make, independent of
attacks and, in fact, possibly independent of the presence of an attacker. In other
words, when considering the mistakes that human users might make when inter-
acting in a security ceremony, attacks may occur even without the presence of
an attacker.

In [52] and the journal version that we are currently working on, we formalize
four main human mutations of a ceremony:

– skipping one or more of the actions that the ceremony expects the human
user to carry out (such as sending or receiving a message),

– adding an action (e.g., sending a message twice),
– replacing a message with another one (e.g., forgetting to include some infor-

mation in a message and thus sending a shorter message than expected, or
sending an altogether different message),

– neglecting to adhere to one or more inner behaviors expected by the ceremony
(e.g., neglecting to carry out a check on the contents of a message).

Given a specification of a ceremony and its goals, our approach generates a
mutated specification that models possible behaviors of a human user, along
with mutations in the behavior of the other agents of the ceremony to match the
human-induced mutations. This allows for the analysis of the original ceremony
specification and its possible mutations, which may include the way in which
the ceremony has actually been implemented. We have automated our approach
by implementing a tool called X-Men, which builds on top of Tamarin.4 As a
proof of concept, we have applied our approach to three real-life case studies,
uncovering a number of concrete vulnerabilities.

Similar to what happens for the formal analysis of security protocols, if the
tool terminates5 and verifies the model under consideration, then we can provide
a security guarantee. Our approach allows us to provide such guarantee not only
for the original ceremony but also for its mutations for which Tamarin’s analysis
terminates with a proof.

To some extent, this applies also when X-Men’s/Tamarin’s analysis of a secu-
rity ceremony times out without a proof or without having discovered an attack,
since, if the timeout is large enough, it can provide some degree of guarantee
that an attack is unlikely. Still, an attack might be possible: even if a tool is

4 The name X-Men was chosen to suggest that it considers human mutations.
5 The analysis of security protocols in the presence of an active attacker is an undecid-

able problem, so protocol analysis tools might not terminate, unless one introduces
some restrictions and bounds to force the analysis to complete.
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not able to find an attack in, say, 10 min, nothing guarantees that the attack
would not have been discovered if only one had allowed the tool to run for a
couple more minutes. To tame the complexity of the search for an attack in case
of security ceremonies and their mutations, we will consider adapting composi-
tionality results like those of [1,41,43], which identify conditions that allow one
to split a complex composed protocol into its subprotocols that can be analyzed
independently with the guarantee that also their composition is secure.

If the analysis of a security protocol model instead terminates with the dis-
covery of an attack, typically the attack trace can be used to distill a fix to
the protocol specification; one would also usually wish to check whether the
attack on the model also applies for the concrete implementation (assuming
that it is available), so the attack trace can also be used to devise test cases for
the implementation (see, e.g., [33,44,53]). The same applies in the case of our
mutated ceremonies and we plan to extend X-Men to generate test cases similar
to mutation-based testing [18,25].

Given the presence of human users, one can also aim to use the attack trace
to distill recommendations and guidelines for the users of the ceremony so that
they interact with it in a way that does not endanger security. The rules of [7]
that restrict how the human can deviate from the protocol specification are a
good example for such guidelines. In future work, we aim to investigate if and
how recommendations and guidelines could be generated (semi-)automatically
from the analysis of security ceremonies and their mutations (similar to the
generation of test cases), and how they could be communicated to human users
in an effective way. To that end, we plan to exploit also our works on how
to provide security explanations to laypersons [54–58] and on how to beautify
security ceremonies [13,14] and thus make their secure use more appealing to
human users.
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